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Scope

The project requires a satisfactory demonstration of the techniques proposed, followed by installation of trial units on the live network to
monitor their operation under true fault conditions.

The project will trial 100 units at various secondary substations on closed HV rings.

The sites will be chosen subject to various criteria:

Number of substations on the closed ring;
Number of customers on the closed ring;
Profile of customers on the closed ring;
Fault history of the feeders;
Workstream 1 – Modern RMUs with three fault current CTs and VPIS (Lucy VRN2A and Schneider RN2C) and RTU installed;
Workstream 2 – Legacy RMUs with a core balance CT, a distribution transformer feeding the low voltage network and an RTU
installed.

Workstream 1
uses an existing proven fault passage indicator (NX41) that has been widely used on UK distribution networks. The enhancements to the
device to enable directional functions was successfully simulated as a desk top demonstration using variable voltage and current inputs at
Bengeworth Road on 17 September 2014.

Workstream 2
Ricardoutilized the UK Power Networks’ training centre’s network at Sundridge which is equipped with standard secondary network
transformers and RMUs to successfully demonstrate the directional capabilities.  For safety reasons, the training network is very limited in
capacity, although it operates at 11kV.  For demonstration purposes, the network was energized at a reduced voltage to enable a
measurable fault current to be detected. This was carried out on 17 October 2014.

Since the device will be install on a ring switch on an RMU, it will report when a fault is detected in one of three states;

Fault detected direction INTO the RMU,
Fault detected direction AWAY FROM the RMU,
Fault detected but direction UNKNOWN.

Objectives(s)

The project intends to develop devices that can confidently identify the direction of fault current on closed HV rings and correctly display on
the control diagram to enable the correct isolation of faulty sections of HV circuits, thus minimising disruption to customers and minimizing
CIs and CMLs.

The devices must be able to be fitted to existing standard RMUs and communicate via standard RTUs as installed on UK Power Networks’
LPN network.



The devices must be able to be installed with the minimum resource and network outage requirement.

During the trial, the operation of the device under fault will initially be treated in the same way as a non-direction device until such time as
UK Power Networks has confidence in direction being reported correctly.

During initial trials a number of improvements were identified to ensure more consistent and accurate direction indications from the DEFPI
units.. A subsequent firmware upgrade has been developed for both types of unit and an additional trial phase planned to collect and
assess additional evidence to demonstrate that the units do provide correct direction indications consistently.  It is expected that this
monitoring phase could last an additional 12 months.  

Success Criteria

The following will be considered when assessing if the project has been successful:

Faults experienced on closed rings where a trial DEFPI has been installed give correct directional information by the end of the trial.
CI and CML values can be saved once the DEFPI indications are used during fault restorations.
If proven, an understanding of how use of the device could be expanded to radial HV circuits with interconnected LV meshed
networks where reverse power flows from the LV network during phase-phase HV faults cause existing fault passage indicators to
give misleading information.

Performance Compared to the Original Project Aims, Objectives and Success Criteria

The project demonstrated the DEFPI units worked under laboratory conditions, followed by installation of 38 Nortech, Figure 1, (designed
for use with modern RMUs with three phase current CTs and a Voltage Presence Indicator System (VPIS)), and 42 Ricardo, Figure 2,
(designed for use with legacy RMUs with a core balance CT and a low voltage network reference) DEFPI units on closed 11kV rings on the
LPN network.  Trials on the live network identified the difference between laboratory conditions and their operation under true fault
conditions and the importance of not relying on laboratory results as faults are more complicated in reality. 

All DEFPI units communicate via the existing secondary substation remote terminal units direct to PowerOn, via the SCADA control system. 
The Nortech units also communicate with iHost allowing waveform and phasor diagrams to be displayed as shown in Figure 3. Each time a
fault occurred, analysis was carried out to determine whether the DEFPI unit had indicated the correct location.  
 
During 2016 after a few faults there had been some inconsistent indications of the direction of fault current.  Nortech and Ricardo were able
to identify respective causes.  Further laboratory tests were carried to prove the updated algorithms and additional memory had corrected
the inconsistent indications.  Horstmann GmbH, the largest manufacturer of fault passage indicators in Europe, tested and validated the
directional functionality of the Nortech DFPI units for a complete range of credible operating conditions (low fault current and high fault
current into the RMU, away from the RMU and indeterminate direction). 

Ricardo carried out tests at the UK Power Networks training centre network at Sundridge.  Both DEFPI units have been able to provide
consistent results since their upgrades.

Ricardo produced a guidance document describing the principles for placement of the DEFPI units.

 During 2017 there have been a total of four faults on the 56 circuits having the DEFPI units installed.  Since the firmware updates on both
devices, the direction of fault current has been correctly indicated. 

The objectives of the project were met in full.

The project developed devices that consistently identify the direction of fault current on closed 11kV rings and correctly display on the
PowerOn control diagram to enable the correct isolation of faulty sections of HV circuits, thus minimising disruption to customers and
minimising CIs and CMLs. 

The devices were fitted to existing standard RMUs and communicate via standard RTUs.

The devices were installed with minimal resource requirements and without the need for network outages. 

The following criteria have been successfully demonstrated:

-  Faults experienced on closed rings where a trial DEFPI has been installed gave correct directional information; and

-   CI and CML values can be saved once the DEFPI indications are used during fault restorations. 

Required Modifications to the Planned Approach During the Course of the Project

The planned approach did demonstrate the objectives of the project.  However, a change request was required, following the necessary
unit upgrades, for extra time to experience sufficient faults on 11kV closed rings to check the directional information.  Since the 12 month
extension, four faults have occurred.
 

Lessons Learnt for Future Projects

Creation of a robust commissioning process is essential: During installation of the units, a number of variations between RMUs (such as CT
reversed polarity and differences in voltage presence indicating systems outputs) were uncovered leading to currents and voltages not
being in phase. Testing the full commissioning system and processes on legacy equipment and not just with factory fresh units is essential.

Both DEFPI systems can be used on a modern RMU, where single phase CTs and VPIS are available, providing the capability to detect
directional overcurrent and phase-to-phase faults, as well as directional earth faults.



In addition Ricardo encountered a number of issues resulting in necessary technical innovation.  

· An understanding of CT saturation and burdens under a wide range of fault conditions for which they were not originally designed is
essential;

· Recognising and correcting for CT saturation is essential and has been validated for phase-to-earth faults;

· Recognising the potential for double saturation of core balance CTs under phase-to-phase-to-earth fault;

· Remote wireless access to trial units to provide remote software and configuration file upgrades is essential; and

· Automatically restarting after short duration operational events, e.g. communications issues, affecting the DEFPI units and the
timestamping of recorded event is essential to be able to recognise their causes.
 

Note: The following sections are only required for those projects which have been completed since 1st April 2013, or since the previous
Project Progress information was reported.

The Outcomes of the Project

UK Power Networks Engineering Technical Specification ETS 05-6001 was updated to specify the requirements of the directional Fault
Passage Indicators describing how they should operate and communicate with PowerOn.

Both units have been approved for use on the LPN 11kV closed ring network.  Approved equipment is listed in EAS 05-6001.

Ricardo produced a guidance document describing the principles for placement of the DEFPI units.

Ricardo produced polarity testing equipment to prove that the polarity of measured currents derived from the core-balanced CT and the
wedding ring CT in the FPI has the same phase and rotation as the LV voltages derived from the distribution board.  

The Ricardo polarity tester shown in Figure 5 uses Picoscope 6 to compare and display the waveforms on a laptop as shown in Figure 4

Data Access

To view the full Innovation Data Sharing Policy, please visit UK Power Networks’ website here:
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/contact-us/InnovationDataSharingPolicy.pdf

UK Power Networks recognise that Innovation projects may produce network and consumption data, and that this data may be useful to
others. This data may be shared with interested parties, whenever it is practicable and legal to do so, and it is in the interest of GB
electricity customers. In accordance with the Innovation Data Sharing Policy published in 2017/18, UK Power Networks aim to make
available all non-personal, non-confidential/non-sensitive data on request, so that interested parties can benefit from this data.

Foreground IPR

No specific Foreground IPR was developed as part of this project.

Planned Implementation

The Nortech and Ricardo DFPIs are approved for use on the LPN 11kV closed ring network and have been included in the latest tendering
event.

The Quality of Supply steering group is calculating the volume of DEFPI units required to improve the fault location process on the 232
feeders that form DOC rings in Central London.  Guidance on the placement of DEFPI unit is available on request.

Other Comments

N/A

Standards Documents

The learning from this project has no implication on standards.
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